
HOW TO WRITE A BLOG FOR YOUR WEBSITE

Using a blog for your business website can be a great way to connect with customers and strengthen your brandâ€¢
Read more content on.

You will also need to choose your hosting package and options. Decide on a blogging platform. As we
mentioned earlier, you will write your posts in support of your cornerstone content. Register a domain name.
This might sound hard or technical, but the steps below will walk you right through and make the process
easy. Few mistakes to Avoid for your Business Blog: Today, I was talking to one of my Real estate client and
she was telling me she has two blogs on different domains. Writing about more than one topic is totally fine
too. If you want to further customize your blog, read this WordPress Customization Guide. You can also use
tools like SemRush and check what keywords competitors website rank for to get the idea for topics. This
content cannot be seen on actual page but only inside the code. They also tend to have larger audiences and the
option to turn their readers into customers by offering related products and services. They find the advertisers
for you and all you have to do is place the Google Adsense code on your blog to start running ads. It's free and
literally takes minutes to install. As long as you are writing about things that you are genuinely interested in,
your passion will shine through and keep your readers interested. Do you always leave comments? This is
great, because not only do your friends see the link, but if your friends share the link with their friends it
automatically multiplies your readers. I have been building blogs and websites since  Over time, as you add
more posts to your blog, it will give you a clearer picture of how people are finding your blog and, most
importantly, which of your posts are popular so you know the kind of content your readers like. There is
WordPress. If you see this, it means that your blog is already setup. You will see there is already a post there.
Slowly but surely, you acquire a decent number of loyal visitors and subscribers. And the most important part
of navigability is a well designed and up to date menu. SEO meta tags content The Meta tag is a code snippet
that includes text outlining information about a particular page for the search engines.


